The survey of the theory of the photoelectric effect is given. We start with Lenard's empirical observations and their phenomenological explanation by Einstein. Further we present the updated version of Wentzel's first order perturbation theory of the photoeffect. Our main goal is a justification of the Wentzel theory with the limiting amplitude principle. The corresponding nonlinear theory, relying on the Maxwell-Schrödinger coupled equations, is still open problem.
Introduction
The photoelectric effect has been discovered by H. Hertz, and studied experimentally by P. Lenard. First theoretical explanation has been done by A. Einstein who suggested the corpuscular theory of light introducing the "photons" which are particles of the light. In the framework of the Schrödinger theory the effect has been described first by G. Wentzel who calculated the angular distribution of the photocurrent. The calculation relies on the perturbation procedure applied to the coupled Maxwell-Schrödinger equations.
The photoeffect first was observed by H. Hertz in 1887: he discovered the discharge of negatively charged electroscope under the electromagnetic radiation of very short wavelength, such as visible or ultraviolet light. This discharge was treated as an emission of the electrons from metals due to their absorption of energy from electromagnetic radiation.
In 1902 P. Lenard systematically studied the behavior of the "photoelectrons", i.e. emitted electrons, in external electric and magnetic fields. His conclusions were the following:
L1. The saturation photocurrent is proportional to intensity of incident light.
L2. The photocurrent is not zero only for sufficiently small wavelength, i.e. for high frequencies:
where ω red is called the red bound of the photoelectric effect which depends on the substance but does not depend on the intensity of the light.
L3. The photocurrent vanishes if the stopping voltage U stop is applied; the minimal U stop also depends on the substance but does not depend on the intensity of the light. Moreover, the minimal U stop increases for decreasing wave length of the incident light.
This independence of ω red and minimal U stop of the intensity of light was the main difficulty in theoretical explanation of the Lenard observations. This independence seemed to constitute a new misterious phenomenon, which newer occured in classical physics.
In 1905, Einstein proposed a revolutionary interpretation, by developing the Planck's discretization for the energy of the Maxwell field oscillators with steps h − ω. Namely, he suggested that the matter absorbs the light energy also by the discrete portions h − ω. This corresponds to the treatment of light with frequency ω as a beam of particles, called "photons", with energy h − ω. Einstein's rules for the photoelectric effect are the following:
E1. The flux of photons is proportional to the intensity of the incident light.
E2. The maximal energy of photoelectrons is given by
where W is the work function of the substance. Hence, the emission of the electron is possible only if h − ω − W > 0; thus, the redbound ω red = W/h − does not depend on the intensity of the light -this agrees with Lenard's observations ! E3. Respectively, the stopping voltage should satisfy the inequality
where e < 0. Thus the minimal U stop also does not depend on the intensity of light. Formula (1.2) formally represents the energy conservation in the absorption of the photon by the electron. However, let us stress that (1.2) is a theoretical interpretation of formula (1.3), which is verified experimentally and gives the minimal stopping voltage −(h − ω − W )/e. Moreover, formula (1.3) allows to measure the Planck constant h − with high precision. Thus the 'Einstein rules' E1 -E3 give the complete expanation for Lenard's observations. In 1922 A. Einstein was awarded the 1921 Nobel Prize in Physics for his theory of the photoelectric effect, relying on the revolutionary corpuscular theory of light.
In 1927 G. Wentzel calculated angular distribution of the photocurrent applying the first order perturbation approach to the coupled Maxwell-Schrödinger equations.
We give a slightly formalized version of Wentzel's calculations [7, Vol. II] . Namely, we justify Wentzel's calculations and Einstein's rules by the limiting amplitude principle in the framework of the perturbation approach. We show that the photoeffect is caused by slow decay of the limiting amplitude at infinity for |ω| > |ω 1 |. The slow decay results in a nonvanishing current to infinity; this means the photoelectric effect. Thus, ω red = |ω 1 |. Moreover, the photoelectron energy is given by (1.2), and stopping voltage satisfies (1.3).
Unfortunately, the perturbation approach is not selfconsistent, and should be considered, rather as a hint for explaning the atomic ionization. The corresponding rigouros theory of ionization was developed recently [2] - [5] . However, the theory implies the atomic ionization for any light frequency ω = 0. For second quantized models a perturbation treatment of the atomic ionization and of relation (1.2) were given in [1, 6, 10] .
This being so, a dynamical nonperturbation explanation of Einsten's rules for photoelectric effect remains an open challenging problem.
Scattering problem
We want to describe the scattering of light by the Hydrogen atom in its ground state. The scattering is described by the coupled Maxwell-Schrödinger equations in the Born approximation
where φ n (x) = −e/|x| is the Coulomb potential of the nucleus, and · stands for the real scalar product of the complex numbers considered as vectors from R 2 : z 1 · z 2 = Re z 1 z 2 . Further, A 0 stands for the incident wave
where Θ is the Heaviside function, and k is a wave number. The incident wave is a solution to the Maxwell equations in free space:
In our model (2.1), (2.2) the hydrogen nucleus is considered as fixed. This corresponds to the fact that nucleus is heavy with respect to the electron.
The hydrogen ground state energy is E 1 = −2πh − cR = −me 4 /(2h − 2 ), and the corresponding wave function is ψ 1 (x) = C 1 e −|x|/r 1 (we assume that the atom is situated at the origin). Then the corresponding solution to the Schrödinger equation is
First order approximation
We apply the perturbation approach expanding the solution of (2.1) for small amplitudes |A|:
where ψ 1 (t, x) is the groundstate (2.5). We suppose that the atom is in its groundstate for t < 0, i.e., w(t, x) = 0,
Substituting (3.1) into (2.1), we obtain, in the first order in A,
since ψ 1 (t, x) is a solution to equation (2.1) with A 0 = 0. By (2.3) and (2.5), we have the following splitting for the source term in the RHS of (3.3),
where ω := kc. Now let us apply the limiting amplitude principle:
where w ± (x) are the limiting amplitudes, and r(t, ·) → 0 as t → ∞, in an appropriate norm. Here ψ l (x) denote eigenfunctions of the discrete spectrum of homogeneous Schrödinger equation
The asymptotics (3.5) hold provided ω 1 ± ω = ω l for all l.
The sum over the discrete spectrum on the RHS of (3.5) vanishes by (3.2). (In any case, the sum does not contribute to the photocurrent since the eigenfuctions rapidly decay at infinity.) Then, in the first order approximation,
For w ± , we get equations
Radiation in continuous spectrum
We will consider scattering of light with large frequencies: • A. For simplicity of notations, we assume that ω > 0. Then ω 1 − ω < 0, but
by (4.1). Hence, h − (ω 1 + ω) belongs to the continuous spectrum of the stationary Schrödinger equation (3.8) . Therefore, the solution w + (x) ∈ L 2 . This means a slow decay of the limiting amplitude:
where n(x) := x/|x|. We will calculate the amplitude a(n) and obtain the main term of the radiation in the form
On the other hand, h − (ω 1 − ω) < 0 does not belong to the continuous spectrum of the Schrödinger equation. Hence, w − (x) exponentially decays,
where ε − > 0. In fact, we can neglect term with e 2 h − |x| in equation (3.8), since it is relatively small and decays at infinity. Then we obtain
where z − = 2m(ω 1 − ω)/h − < 0 and |f − (x)| ≤ Ce −ε|x| with ε = −1/r 1 > 0. Hence, w − = E − * f − , where E − (x) is the fundamental solution E − (x) = −e −κ − |x| /(4π|x|) with κ − := √ −z − > 0:
As a result, decay (4.3) holds with ε − = min(ε, κ − ) > 0.
We will deduce from (4.2) and (4.3) the following asymptotics for the limiting stationary electric current at infinity,
The formula was obtained by Wentzel in 1927 (see [9] ) with amplitude a(ϕ, θ) = C sin θ cos ϕ , (4.7)
where C = 0. Hence, formula (4.6) describes a non-zero electric current from the atom to infinity. Indeed, asymptotics (4.6) imply that total electric current to infinity does not vanish, i.e.,
The limiting amplitude
Let us calculate the limiting amplitude w + (x). First, we rewrite equation (3.8) as follows,
where k r (ω) := 2m(ω 1 + ω)/h − > 0. In the first approximation, we can neglect the last term on the RHS, because it is small and decays at infinity. Then we get the Helmholtz equation
Hence the exponential decay (4.3) does not hold for w + (x). This is obvious in the Fourier space where (5.2) becomesŵ
The denominator vanishes on the sphere |k| = k r (ω), whilef
is zero only for k 3 = 0. Hence w + (x) cannot decay exponentially. Now the solution is given by the convolution
This follows from the limiting absorption principle since fundamental solution e ikr(ω+iε)|x−y| 4π|x − y| is a tempered distribution for small ε > 0, since Im k r (ω + iε) > 0 for the fixed branch k r (ω) > 0. Now we can calculate asymptotics (4.2). To do so we substitute expression (5.2) for f + into (5.4). By partial integration, we obtain
Recall that θ denotes the angle between n := x/|x| and e 1 , and ϕ stands for azimuthal angle between e 3 and the plane (n, e 1 ). Then x 3 = sin θ cos ϕ|x|. Hence, (5.5) implies (4.2) with angular distribution (4.7), because the ground state ψ 1 (y) decays rapidly at infinity. The constant C in (4.7) is given by
It does not vanish for the groundstate (2.5).
Angular distribution of photocurrent: The Wentzel formula
Our aim is to derive (4.6). Equations (2.2) imply that, in the first approximation, the current is given by
Further, w − (x) decays exponentially at infinity by (4.3), as well as the eigenfunctions of the discrete spectrum ψ l (x). Therefore, (3.1) and (3.7) imply the asymptotics
Substituting into (6.1), and using asymptotics (4.2), we obtain the Wentzel formula (4.6) with amplitude (4.7).
Derivation of Einstein's rules
Now we can explain Lenard's observations and Einstein's rules for the photoelectric effect:
E1 By (4.6), the saturation photocurrent is proportional to A 2 , which in turn is proportional to the intensity of incident light.
E2 Asymptotics (4.2) imply that the energy per one photoelectron is given by the Einstein formula (1.2). Indeed, for large |x|, the radiated wave (4.2) is locally close to the plane wave with the frequency ω − |ω 1 |. Hence, the energy per one photoelectron is given by E = (ω − |ω 1 |), which is equivalent to (1.2) with W = ω 1 . (7.1) E3 Application of stopping voltage is equivalent to the corresponding modification of the scalar potential in the Schrödinger equation (2.1): φ n (x) →φ(x) = φ n (x) + φ stop (x), where φ stop (x) is a slowly varying potential, and φ stop (x) = U stop > 0 in a macroscopic region which contains the atom. Therefore, the ground state energy ω 1 changes to ω 1 , and ω 1 ≈ ω 1 + eU stop with high precision. Indeed, by the Courant minimax principle,
We can assume that 0 ≤ φ stop (x) ≤ U stop for x ∈ R 3 . Then
On the other hand, the unperturbed ground state ψ 1 (x) is localized in a very small region of the size about 1 0 A= 10 −8 cm, where eφ stop (x) = U stop . Hence,
For the eigenstates with highest numbers, the localization gets progressively worse, and the eigenfunctions of the continuous spectrum are not localized at all. Respectively, the shift of the highest eigenvalues is smaller and smaller, and the continuous spectrum of the modified Schrödinger operator remains unchanged.
Finally, the potential prevents the photoelectric effect if the spectral condition (4.1) fails for the modified ground state; i.e., 0 < ω < |ω 1 | or ω < | ω 1 + eU stop | = |ω 1 | − eU stop , (7.6) since ω 1 < 0, while e < 0 and we define U stop > 0. In other words,
which is equivalent to (1.3) by (7.1).
Further improvements
The Wentzel calculation takes into account interaction of the Maxwell and Schrödinger fields in the first order of approximation. Next, second order correction, was obtained by Sommerfeld and Shur [8] . The corresponding corrected formula reads (see [7, Vol . II])
Here β = v c , where v is velocity of the photoelectrons. The formula means an increment of the scattering amplitude for angles 0 < θ < π 2 and a decrement of the scattering amplitude for angles π 2 < θ < π. This means a forward shift of scattering due to pressure of the incident light upon the outgoing photocurrent, as predicted by Wentzel [9] . Fisher and Sauter have obtained the formula which holds in each order (see [7, Vol . II]):
(1 − β cos θ) 4 |x| 2 n(x) , |x| → ∞ . (8.2)
Ionization and photoeffect
Unfortunately, the perturbation theory of the photoeffect is not selfconsistent. For instance, the stationary nonvanishing photocurrent (4.8) contradicts the charge conservation law, because the atomic charge is finite. The contradiction is provided by the perturbation strategy, which leaves unchanged ψ 1 on the right hand side of (3.3) while it should be substituted by the solution of (2.1), (2.2) . This 'selfaction' should result in a decay of the photocurrent until the negative atomic charge will be exausted, i.e., |x|<R |ψ(t, x)| 2 dx → 0 , t → ∞ (9.1) for all R > 0. Thus, formula (4.8) does not justify the photoeffect but it rather suggests the atomic ionization (9.1), as established in [2] - [5] .
On the other hand, a selfconsistent justification of the photoeffect should rely on the stationary photocurrent, since the stopping voltage is concerned exactly the stationary picture. To maintain the stationary photocurrent, one needs either an external source (galvanic element, etc) to reimburse the charge decay, or a different model with infinite charge (e.g., crystal).
Finally, the ionization occurs at any light frequency ω different from zero, according to the results of [2] - [5] . Thus, a satisfactory nonperturbation explanation of the Einstein rules of the photoelectric effect remains still an open problem.
